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Executive summary
• Responsible business has undergone the toughest of tests. The
way the business world responded to the Coronavirus crisis will
determine their future reputation.
• There was a stark gap between the companies that took
immediate, and decisive action, to support the national effort and
those whose tone-deaf self-interest sparked public anger, swiftly
leading to U-turns and public apologies.

• There were CEOs who demonstrated real leadership (going
without a salary, taking pay cuts, setting up their company to
meet social needs), strengthening their personal and company’s
reputation.
• Others made the headlines for all the wrong reasons: misjudging
the public mood or being seen to put profit above purpose. A
sense of fair play was paramount.

“Adversity does not build

character, but reveals it.”
- James Lane Allen

Executive summary
• The crisis was an opportunity for companies to demonstrate their
brand purpose in practice. In some cases, it also served to highlight
the gap between corporate statements and real-life response.
• There’s been a reckoning and rebalancing about what matters in
society, with a shift in public feeling about the services that are
important and valued (e.g. care-based companies, supermarkets)
and a renewed focus on employee wellbeing and health & safety.
• Being seen to treat the workforce fairly has been a critically
important issue – on pay, safety, mental health and family
obligations. How large businesses have treated their suppliers was
also closely scrutinised.
• Employee layoffs were understood to be a necessary part of the
crisis, but how companies treated employees being made
redundant was scrutinised.

“It’s during moments of great
difficulty that our authentic
selves shine through – and the
same is true for companies.”
- Sustainable Brands

Executive summary
• Many companies made fundamental changes to the business model
to help their customers, support their employees, and meet
community needs, highlighting the critical importance of innovation
and the ability to act fast and operate flexibly. Businesses closing
their doors early to protect their staff and stop the spread; those
offering key-worker discounts; and those repurposing their business
model to meet critical social needs were widely praised.
• Emails from companies ‘checking in’ to see how their customers
were, were perceived as insincere, inauthentic, and of trying to
capitalise on the crisis. Jessica Salfia’s poem - The First Line of
Emails I’ve Received While Quarantining - quickly became a viral hit.
• Celebrities including Jack Munroe and Caitlin Moran also got
involved - posting ‘good’ and ‘bad’ companies on their social media
profiles. And did individuals, such as Lewis Cotter, summarised and
rated multiple companies’ efforts in the fight against Covid-19.

‘Consumers are putting brands
on notice over coronavirus
behaviour.’
- Edelman Trust Barometer

Companies who
stood up – and
stood out

Themes
From the very early days of the crisis the pressure on supermarkets and food delivery
companies was intense: finding themselves at the forefront of both public demand, media
scrutiny, and service innovation - breaking new ground daily to safely maintain food supply.
Many demonstrated notable leadership and responded to customer feedback: offering
dedicated shopping hours for vulnerable customers, rationing popular products, reassuring
the nation that goods wouldn’t run out and even shifting purpose to meet societal needs.
The fashion industry repurposed production lines to supply masks and PPE for front-line
health workers, and several high-profile fashion houses/designers made large contributions
to hospitals and Coronavirus research funds. Beauty industry rivals collaborated to support
national efforts to combat the spread and meet demand for specific products.
Staying connected – in order to access online learning, work virtually, and stay in touch
with family and friends - was a crucial part of enduring the pandemic - so maintaining a
reliable service, despite huge increases in data traffic, became a core focus for
telecommunications networks and internet service providers.

Themes
Sandwich shops, fast-food chains, and hotels were among a number of companies who saw
their reputations rise over the lockdown period as they acted swiftly – perceived to be acting
out of national interest, instead of self-interest. They re-focused their core skills and product
offerings to back the NHS’s national effort against the virus and support frontline workers.
The emphasis on using sanitizer to stop the spread on the virus – and the need for it to be at
least 60% alcohol based - saw vodka and gin manufacturers use their core product for a
different purpose, with many turning their efforts to hand sanitizer production to help meet
the huge increase in demand.
The BBC provided a masterclass in delivering against core purpose, offering an in-depth
programme of public service broadcasting to support the millions of parents trying to
grapple with home-schooling. There are also a number of high-profile individuals who also
became inextricably linked with lockdown, offering their services for free to support the new
school-at-home experience, who were recently honoured with MBEs e.g. Joe Wicks, Marcus
Rashford, and David Maguire (Glasgow restauranteur who gave out more than 800 free
meals to NHS workers and vulnerable people).

Supermarkets
In response to high demand and panic buying, most supermarkets established dedicated
shopping hours for vulnerable customers/key workers & rationed popular products. Additionally:
• Morrisons announced the immediate payment of small suppliers, set up an employee
hardship fund, created 3500 new jobs & even changed its core purpose to Feeding the nation.
• Waitrose and John Lewis created a £1m community fund to help support direct local aid.
• Aldi and Lidl sent food directly to NHS staff, with Lidl donating bags of fruit and vegetables to
hospital sites, and Aldi giving health workers priority in stores.
• Asda gained plaudits for putting their employees first, offering 12 weeks paid leave to those
over 70 or pregnant or vulnerable, as well as to the carers of vulnerable people.
• Co-op set out plans to raise £30m for people affected by the Covid-19 crisis. Steve Murrell,
Co-op’s CEO, said he’d top up the fund with 20% of his salary for 3 months. It also offered
temporary jobs to hospitality staff who’d lost their jobs.

• M&S transferred staff to support the food operation, while Tesco reduced their operating
hours so they could properly restock.
• Sainsburys shared their priorities (Feeding the nation/ Keeping our customers and colleagues
safe/ Supporting our communities) and a timeline of activities.

Fashion & beauty
• Multiple fashion companies re-purposed their factories to make personal protective
equipment for hospital and healthcare workers e.g. H&M Group; Hugo Boss (180,000 nonclinical, reusable masks); Wolford (200,000 masks); Mango (2m masks for hospitals in
Spain); and Zara (medical scrubs for Spanish hospitals).
• Generous donations were made to Coronavirus research/response funds e.g. H&M €500,000 to a Covid-19 Solidarity Support Fund, Moncler - €10m towards the construction
of a new hospital in Lombardy; Dolce & Gabbana; Gucci; and Giorgio Armani.
• Several FMCG companies - including Coty, LVMH & L’Oreal (donating 500,000 hygiene
products to frontline workers & 300,000 to retail staff) - switched production to make hand
sanitizer, with rivals working together to support national efforts (#LMVHjoinsforces).
• Kurt Geiger’s CEO suspended his salary and launched an initiative to give £5m of stock to
NHS workers. It also encouraged staff to volunteer with Age UK.
• Avon committed $1m to support frontline services aimed at protecting women & children.
• L’Occitane sent hand cream to hospitals for NHS staff and The Body Shop sent 25,000 bars
of soap and tubes of hand cream to NHS workers.
• Burberry donated to a Coronavirus vaccine, maintained employee base pay, produced
100,000 masks and gowns, and supported charities tackling food poverty.

Telecommunications
• Ofcom launched a national campaign alongside Britain’s biggest telecoms
companies – including EE, O2, Sky and Vodafone – to help households get the
speeds and reception they needed to continue to work and learn. The main
telecoms providers also took action to protect vulnerable customers - helping
those who were struggling to pay their bills, removing data caps, and offering
free access to NHS UK websites.

• O2 joined forces with Hubbub to offer Community Calling - where old mobile
phones were donated by people in Southwark to local people in need. The
company also extended free access to 20 additional support websites.
• Vodafone published a 5-point response plan, including offering hospitals
additional network capacity, paying small businesses and supporting access to
online educational resources.
• Giffgaff partnered with Doro to donate 500 phones to isolated elderly people
across the UK, in a bid to tackle loneliness.

Restaurants & hotels
• Pret-a-manger’s swift Covid-19 response was widely admired. The
company shut stores early, offered a free hot drink and 50% off
any other products for NHS workers, and later opened several
shops near hospitals to support frontline workers.
• LEON was applauded for its rapid response, offering a 50%
discount to NHS teams, setting up a free meals scheme for NHS
workers (FeedNHS), and converting 10 of its 75 UK takeaway
outlets to shops selling groceries and ready meals. It also pledged
to turn over 100% of profits to the NHS during the crisis.
• Burger King and KFC reopened restaurants for delivery, donating
meals to front-line workers near the reopened stores.
• Gary Neville closed his hotels to customers, allocating rooms to
self-isolating NHS workers and medical professionals.
• Air BNB developed their Frontline stays programme – offering free
rooms to healthcare providers, relief workers & first responders.

Breweries & distilleries
• Brewdog used its Aberdeen distillery to start
producing Brewgel Punk Sanitiser, which was
offered to charities and community workers to
distribute for free to those in need.
• Absolut Vodka used its Swedish distillery to help
manufacture hand sanitizer.
• Various gin distilleries, such as Portobello Road
Gin and Harrogate Tipple, also diverted production
from gin to hand sanitizer.
• Budweiser launched a gift-card initiative to
support pubs struggling amid the nationwide
closure of bars. The Save Pub Life scheme allowed
housebound locals to pre-purchase drinks, with
the beer brand pledging to match all purchases up
to a combined cap of £1m.

Media & tech
• Google set up an emergency relief fund for local news sites, aiming to
“support the production of original journalism" for local communities.
• Facebook distributed messages in news feeds to people who ‘liked’, reacted,
or commented on harmful misinformation about Covid-19, in order to
combat the spread of disinformation and myths. It also announced a €100m
small business grants programme.
• Channel 4 launched a £3m airtime initiative - 4Sales’ Greenhouse Fund
(match-funded commercial airtime for small and medium-sized enterprises
that had not previously advertised on TV).
• The BBC prepared a hugely impressive daily educational programme –
fronted by celebrities, presenters, teachers and educational organisations to help the nation’s home-schooling (‘the biggest educational push in its
lifetime’).
• Sky announced that customers could pause Sky Sports without charge, made
a range of films available to view on the same day as global premieres, and
offered Sky Go Extra for free.

Manufacturing & more
• Vauxhall and Airbus ‘re-geared’ factories in ‘wartime drive’ to start 3-D printing
parts for ventilators for the NHS.
• Medics and Mercedes F1 engineers designed special breathing equipment in 10
days to keep people out of ICU.
• Dyson offered to help build ventilators to support the national effort, while JCB
started manufacturing steel to house the Dyson ventilators.
• Jaguar and Land Rover provided 15 vehicles to help deliver supplies to NHS staff.
• The National Trust was widely lauded for removing pay barriers and keeping
outdoor spaces open for everyone while it was still safe.
• IKEA made masks and hand sanitizer, visors and aprons – all donated free of charge
(looking to produce a million masks a week for 3 weeks).
• LEGO Group donated US$50million to families impacted by COVID-19 and created
an online platform called #letsbuildtogether.
• Ecover pledged to put profits from the uptake in demand for cleaning products to
good use, setting up a new £500,000 initiative Fertilise the Future (funding
sustainable start-ups and eco-pioneers).

Companies who
came in for
criticism

Themes
Being seen to act fairly and with integrity was critical in the eyes of the public.
Businesses who didn’t treat their workforce fairly were widely rounded on - whether
that was being perceived to use the situation to force through unfair working
conditions, putting them on unpaid leave or refusing to pay them, or asking them to
work in unsafe environments.
This also applied to supplier treatment: refusing to honour commitments and
supplier contracts was heavily criticised.
Treating the situation too lightly, and simultaneous decrying the government’s response
as too serious and too restrictive - essentially being seen to put their own business’
needs ahead of the national needs - led to anger and outrage (not to mention usually a
U-turn within 24 hours – by which time the damage had already been done).
Asking for government financial support, despite being perceived as cash-rich
organisations, also came in for significant negative media and social media
commentary.

Retail
• Sports Direct’s boss Mike Ashley, came under fire after saying his
stores would stay open as “essential services,” after lockdown was
announced. Within 24 hours, a U-turn and public apology (in the
form of an open letter) was made, after a widespread public
backlash.
• New Look stopped payments to suppliers ‘indefinitely’ and cancelled
stock orders for its spring and summer lines, refusing to contribute
towards production costs.
• Amazon employees raise safety concerns, saying they were being
pushed to work even harder, with no accounting for their physical
and mental health.
• Asos were accused of neglecting employee welfare by ‘cramming’ up
to 4,000 people into its warehouse in Barnsley – staying open despite
government advice.
• Workers at a Boohoo claimed they felt unsafe and that cramped
working conditions were ‘fuelling’ the spread of coronavirus.

Travel
• Owners of Coylumbridge Aviemore Hotel sacked staff and made them
homeless days after the crisis hit, via a shockingly direct letter (see
right). Huge media attention and public condemnation led to a
response a day or two later, claiming it was all an “administration
error”.
• Virgin Atlantic - and its billionaire owner Richard Branson - came
under fire for requesting a government bailout at the same time as
putting its workforce on unpaid leave (in the end, it secured private
funds).

• A group of MPS dubbed British Airways’ controversial scheme to fire
and rehire employees a “national disgrace”. The plan was eventually
shelved.
• There was widespread dismay among airline and cruise customers
who struggled to get refunds for cancelled flights or disrupted travel,
leaving many angry, frustrated, and out of pocket.

Manufacturing and more…
• General Electric staff in the US launched a protest at empty facilities
during the pandemic and called on bosses to join the national effort
to produce ventilators.
• In the early days of the crisis, Tesla was accused of being uncaring continuing production, despite being told to only conduct minimal
operations, and asking staff to work. Elon Musk downplayed the
seriousness of the situation.
• Wetherspoons boss Tim Martin said he thought the lockdown was
‘over the top’, told staff to get jobs at Tesco, and refused to pay
suppliers. Following significant criticism, they made a U-turn and said
they’d pay 80% of employee salaries.

• WH Smith (classing stores as ‘essential retailers’) and Waterstones
came under fire for refusing to close stores early.
• The Premier League provoked a public outcry for taking part in the
government’s furlough scheme while maintaining footballer salaries.

Resources

Resources
There were multiple articles and reports published scrutinising companies’ actions, highlighting those putting
their purpose into action (or pivoting their purpose), as well as calling out those getting it wrong
• Hubbub UK convened 60 businesses to discuss what
a purpose-driven business could look like after
Covid-19, finding a new focus on resilience and the
need to put the wellbeing of employees, people &
communities at the centre of corporate strategies.
• Globescan’s Purposeful leadership in a time of crisis
examined best practice and shared a framework for
purposeful leadership. Participants in the survey
that informed the report highlighted the most
crucial 5 steps needed to make a meaningful
contribution to society in the fight against Covid.

Resources
• Business Fights Poverty initiated a business and Covid-19 response
framework resource to support purposeful business action.
• IPSOS MORI created a Covid-19 report ‘The Creative Fightback’
about how brands can help in our national response, and
consumer expectations. But they must be authentic, backed up by
clear actions, and strike the right tone.

• Sustainability agency Simply Sustainable published a report into
how the crisis was affecting sustainability strategies (see bottom
right), highlighting four key findings:
1.

The tension between sustainability need and investment,

2.

How the pandemic has supercharged the social side of responsible
business,

3.

Things won’t go back to the way they were before,

4.

That the crisis was a true test of values and purposeful leadership.

Resources
• Sustainable Brands compiled a useful longlist of brands putting
purpose before profit, asking whether the pandemic could lead to a
rethinking of business as usual.
• A Marketing week article highlighted companies who were putting
their purpose into action (and those who were not!).
• McKinsey set up a page offering advice to businesses on how to
respond to the crisis.
• The Guardian featured a long list of brands helping out.
• The FT highlighted ‘saints’ and ‘sinners’ in the corporate world.
• The Edelman Trust Barometer said the way brands act will have
lasting impacts. ‘an impact on future purchasing decisions’.
• didtheyhelp.com is a website which rates companies and individuals
on several metrics, including Coronavirus, Black Lives Matter, and on
the LGBTQ agenda – charting ‘heroes’ and ‘zeros’.

What’s next?

What’s next?
It’s clear that the coronavirus crisis is far from over and that some of the ways it has changed the way we live
and work will not return to what we once knew, even when the health crisis is under control. How companies
respond in the months ahead - the principles and values that guide its actions - will continue to be scrutinised.
Will the immediate actions that companies took - to adapt and innovate; to prioritise integrity and purpose translate into long-term, lasting success? And can we truly say that what customers look for and value from the
companies they buy from, or will our memories prove short-lived?
We need to gather the insights and learnings from the successes (and failures) of the corporate response to the
coronavirus crisis and pinpoint where opportunity lies in the new landscape in which we’ve all found ourselves
– the opportunity not for growth at all costs, but for purposeful business and society to thrive, hand-in-hand.

“I hope that companies will not only do the right thing now to protect the vulnerable
but that it is a real tipping point for what responsible business should look like.”
- Paul Polman
Coming soon: our next report will look at the social and environmental effects of the crisis

